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framework.﻿ The﻿ constructs﻿ employed﻿ in﻿ predicting﻿ e-revenue﻿ adoption﻿ include﻿ technological﻿
competence,﻿financial﻿cost,﻿internal﻿need,﻿satisfaction﻿with﻿existing﻿system,﻿competitive﻿pressure,﻿
taxpayer﻿readiness,﻿government﻿regulation.﻿Data﻿were﻿collected﻿from﻿140﻿staff﻿of﻿the﻿ICT﻿department,﻿
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The﻿ definitions﻿ of﻿ e-government﻿ by﻿ these﻿ various﻿ sources﻿ differ﻿ but﻿ all﻿ point﻿ to﻿ a﻿ common﻿
theme﻿which﻿is﻿the﻿fact﻿that﻿e-government﻿involves﻿using﻿ICT﻿to﻿improve﻿the﻿delivery﻿of﻿government﻿
services﻿to﻿citizens,﻿businesses,﻿and﻿other﻿government﻿agencies.﻿It﻿enables﻿citizens﻿to﻿interact﻿and﻿








Moon﻿ (2002)﻿ highlights﻿ four﻿ distinct﻿ aspects﻿ of﻿ e-government﻿ these﻿ include﻿ (1)﻿ a﻿ secure﻿
government﻿ intranet﻿ for﻿more﻿efficient﻿ interaction﻿among﻿governmental﻿agencies;﻿ (2)﻿Web-based﻿
service﻿ delivery;﻿ (3)﻿ e-Commerce﻿ for﻿ more﻿ efficient﻿ government﻿ transaction﻿ activities;﻿ and﻿ (4)﻿























(Oni﻿ et﻿ al.,﻿ 2016).﻿ In﻿ 2001,﻿ it﻿ declared﻿ ICT﻿ as﻿ a﻿ national﻿ priority﻿ and﻿ formulated﻿ the﻿ policy﻿ for﻿









law﻿ the﻿ National﻿ Information﻿ Development﻿ Agency﻿ Act﻿ which﻿ authorized﻿ NITDA﻿ to﻿ formulate,﻿
devise,﻿develop﻿and﻿promote﻿the﻿use﻿of﻿Information﻿Technology﻿in﻿Nigeria﻿(Olatokun﻿&﻿Adebayo,﻿
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Lack﻿ of﻿ proper﻿ e-revenue﻿ adoption﻿ model﻿ is﻿ the﻿ major﻿ hindrance﻿ to﻿ attaining﻿ a﻿ successful﻿
adoption﻿process﻿revenue﻿organizations﻿(Hameed﻿&﻿Arachchilage,﻿2016).﻿This﻿research﻿attempts﻿to﻿
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Table 1. Prior research in organization adoption of innovation and also revenue collection in developing countries
Authors Study Area Main focus
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such﻿as﻿cost,﻿as﻿one﻿of﻿ the﻿measures﻿for﻿ investing﻿ it.﻿Organization﻿focused﻿more﻿on,﻿ trouble-free﻿
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to﻿engage﻿in﻿the﻿use﻿of﻿ the﻿system.﻿According﻿to﻿Zhu﻿et﻿al.﻿ (2003),﻿readiness﻿ is﻿ the﻿combination﻿
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were﻿ adapted﻿ from﻿ Ifinedo﻿ (2012)﻿ and﻿ Adesina﻿ and﻿ Ayo﻿ (2010).﻿ The﻿ variance-based﻿ Structural﻿
Figure 1. Research model and hypothesis (DePietro et al., 1990)
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Table 2. Evidence of validity and reliability of the research constructs











































































































Source: Researchers’ Field work
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Table 3. φ (phi) matrix of the constructs and square root of AVE
AVE CP EA EKH FC GR IN IS ITF S TPR
CP 0.779 0.883
EA 0.633 0.429 0.797
EKH 0.827 0.595 0.294 0.909
FC 0.866 0.638 0.504 0.581 0.931
GR 0.685 0.671 0.81 0.486 0.595 0.827
IN 0.872 0.657 0.292 0.366 0.517 0.366 0.933
IS 0.661 0.641 0.523 0.575 0.575 0.7 0.475 0.813
ITI 0.904 0.521 0.506 0.397 0.518 0.587 0.369 0.783 0.951
SES 0.889 0.664 0.289 0.434 0.379 0.387 0.728 0.369 0.198 0.942
TPR 0.888 0.543 0.477 0.47 0.534 0.492 0.388 0.577 0.431 0.201 0.942
Table 4. Model estimation
Predictor Construct Predicted 
Construct















Note: *,**,*** are indication of level of significance which represents 10percent, 5percent, and 1percent respectively (Source: Researchers’ Field work)
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Competitive﻿ pressure﻿ (Hypothesis﻿ 5)﻿ has﻿ significant﻿ effect﻿ on﻿ e-revenue﻿ adoption﻿ with﻿ path﻿
coefficient﻿of﻿0.076.﻿This﻿also﻿supports﻿the﻿findings﻿of﻿Alam﻿et﻿al.﻿(2016)﻿and﻿Akbulut﻿(2002).﻿The﻿































management.﻿ This﻿ negative﻿ significant﻿ relation﻿ account﻿ for﻿ the﻿ reason﻿ State﻿ Internal﻿ Revenue﻿
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Figure 2. E-revenue adoption model with coefficient of significant paths
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Future﻿ research﻿ in﻿ this﻿ area﻿ should﻿ investigate﻿ direct﻿ relationship﻿ between﻿ IT﻿ infrastructure,﻿
e-revenue﻿know-how,﻿IT﻿skills﻿and﻿e-revenue﻿adoption.﻿More﻿indicators﻿of﻿e-revenue﻿adoption﻿could﻿
be﻿ added﻿ to﻿ these﻿ constructs﻿ for﻿ more﻿ empirical﻿ findings﻿ and﻿ a﻿ more﻿ acceptable﻿ generalization﻿
of﻿outcomes.﻿There﻿ is﻿need﻿for﻿more﻿research﻿work﻿to﻿ investigate﻿ the﻿ impact﻿of﻿ internal﻿need﻿on﻿
organization’s﻿adoption﻿of﻿information﻿system.﻿Very﻿few﻿research﻿works﻿have﻿considered﻿this﻿variable﻿
and﻿ there﻿ is﻿ a﻿mixed﻿ result﻿ in﻿ their﻿ findings.﻿Further﻿ research﻿ should﻿also﻿consider﻿ investigating﻿
e-revenue﻿adoption﻿from﻿taxpayer’s﻿perspective﻿in﻿developing﻿nations﻿like﻿Nigeria.
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